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A. CHOOSE THE CORRECT OPTION:  15x1=15 
 

1. One warm afternoon the man by the window described a ___________ passing through the 

park. 

a) rally           b)parade        c)trolly 

 

2. Find the meaning of the word-“parade” 

a) confusion          b)recession        c)procession 

 

3. Choose the appropriate synonyms for the underlined word: 

” The salesman was discourteous to the customer ” 

 a)gracious                  b)rude                  c)polite  

       4.   Choose the appropriate synonyms for the underlined word: 

              “The patient was asked to curtail the intake of sugar”. 

              a)maximise              b) boost               c) reduce  

     5.  The gentleman by the window developed a detailed picture with the ___________ words. 

             a) descriptive            b) inquisitive           c) destructive 

     6.  The nurse was saddened and called the hospital _____________ to take the body away. 

              a) ascendants                 b)  descendants               c)  attendants  

       7.   Meaning of the word ‘’detailed’’- 

              a)  give full information about                b) halfway through          c) extra ordinary  

        8.  The nurse was happy to make the __________. 

              a) sneeze                 b) switch              c)  stitch  

         



       9. Meaning of the word “appropriate”- 

              a) suitable                  b)  opposite               c)  antonyms 

       10.  Choose the appropriate synonyms for the underlined word: ‘’The speaker could not pacify    

                the audience”. 

                  a)provoke                  b) aggravate                     c)placate  

        11. The dying man was ________. 

                 a) blind             b) sick           c)dumb   

         12.  Choose the appropriate synonyms for the underlined word:  

                 ’’You must comply with the rules’’.  

                  a)disagree                   b)conform                c)differ 

          13. The dying man took __________ in describing a scene that does not exist. 

                   a)peace                  b) sadness            c) pleasure 

          14. Describing a scene that does not exist was giving comfort and hope to a patient ____________  

                of a view. 

                 a) cried                  b)deprived               c)happy 

           15. Choose the appropriate synonyms for the underlined word:  

                  ‘’Mrs Kapoor bought a dainty crockery set from the market’’. 

                 a) small                 b) crude             c) exquisite 
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